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Carmen Miranda and Desi Arnaz

Foundational Images of "Latinidad" on Broadway
and in Hollywood

Any attempt at mapping the politics of representation of Latinos/as on
Broadway and in Hollywood must have as its foundation two artistic
figures: Carmen Miranda and Desi Arnaz. Both immigrants have con
tributed significantly to the contemporary stereotypical characteriza
tions of U.S. Latinos/as. Miranda and Arnaz materialize the inaugural
depictions of our present preconceptions and visualizations of "Latini
dad" in the U.S. cultural collective imaginary. Given the political landscape, particularly Franklin D. Roosevelt's Good Neighbor policy, both/
performers embodied the artistic translation and mediation of political
relations with Latin America in the 1930s. What, at first glance, appears
to be vivid entertainment and a naive exhibition of otherness consti
tutes, rather, a conscious and premeditated mode of representation
and stereotypization of "Latinidad." Miranda's and Arnaz's perfor
mances were loaded with political and ideological practices, maneu
vers, and strategies.
My goal in this first chapter is to examine critically the first fleeting
theatrical instances of each of the two performers, who appeared "co
incidentally" in the same season (1939-1940) on Broadway. My archeo
logical project will center on reconstructing Miranda's and Arnaz's per
formances on Broadway. By analyzing their theatrical performances as
in!:rpolated, imported cultural units inscribed.as exotic markers and
21
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Act One: Latino/a R epresentations on

Broadway

signi�ers of otheme$s,J will de
monstrate how their performances laid
th·e•fo1:1ndations for contemporary stereot
ypes of Latinos/as in the U.S.
theatncal and cultural imaginary. My
re ading will be dacumen
ted
wi· th th_ e fil:1:1s Down A rge tina Way and
n
Too Many Girls (both 1940),
�
.
..
.
.
which mcorpora�ed, almost in their
entirety, the stars' original
artd·
�phemeral theatncal acts. Initially produced on Broadway,
H
ol
lyw
ood ·
fixed th ese performances on film for
future audiences. As a result, the
borders between Broadway and Ho
llywood are blurred: each genre
and cultura l mo_del (stag
ed musical comedy and m
usical film) comple
ments and �ephcates th other. Acce
pting that Broadway and Holly
�
�ood :onstitute an unmterrupted imaginary horizon
in a cultural
dis cursive continuum, it
will be possible to examine the do
minant
stereotypical representatio
ns of Latinos/as.
To b�gin, �re Miranda and Arnaz "L
atinos " or "Hispanics"?
The
a nswer is, neither. At th
e historic m oment of their
a
rrival, both were
.
s een as Latm Am nca
_
� • n i1:1migrants, from Brazil and Cuba, respectively. After ��. gr t10n, their national
�
ities were the determinin
_
g factor
of th eir identities i the U.S
. The dominant Anglo-American soci
�
ocul
�ral world denomm�ted and recogniz ed th em only
as "La tins;' and,
�;ke �a�y other �ranis�-s�e ak�ng immigrants, they ca
lle d themselves
Latms a1:d/ or Spanish, as m "Sp
anish Harlem!' Mira nda
an d Ar
na z
�ere first-generation immigrants who before · migration
had no
consc ousness of b ing a m
inori� s lely de fined by
�
�
race and ethnicity.
?
Now, if I were to si�ate them w ithm
the framework of a poffi:
rcal act
of recov ery, re clama tion,
and re ppropriation of "
a ll things Latin " b e
.,, ore
�
the emergence of a U.S.
�
Latmo/a consciousness in the mid-196
0s
m that ac t of rec_overy and
re -visioning of the past M
iranda and Arna�
would b ecome mtegral components
of the history of "Latin
"d d"
the _U.S. Their i ncorporat
ion, presence, an d existence in a com�
o: u.�
Latmo/a past wou!d concretiz e a poli
tical action embedded in a histori
ca� process of Latmo/a se
lf-determination, s elf-affirmation, and
ethnic
pnde. C?nsequently, as we re vis e ou
r past from a critical perspective,
we reg�m our agency by questionin
g and reclaiming our history,
.
:Whic�, m tur�, conf�rs a sense of ? eing Latino/a and
b elongin g to an
imagmed � tmo na o
�
� �al community. By exercising a retroactive move,
a1:d _Practicm g a cntic
al :etrosp ectiv e gaze t
hat positions the past
w ithm a pre� ent perspectiv
e, we will enable ourse
lves to reevaluate
th� ster�otyp ical represe
ntation of our cultural p
ast and reaffirm the
�rticulation of self-representation through the process o
f deconstruct
mg th s e stere typical im
?
ages. As a result, our act
?
of consc;:i.ousness
c_hangmg and mtervention will pro
vide us the tools to • retr�ce d�, in
time and space while look
ing for ward, in order to
articulate new ickn -

.. '#
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Carmen Miranda and Desi Arnaz
tities and foster an imagined U.S. Latino
brella category of "Latinidad!'

community under t h e u m

Charting a Genealogy

It

is not useful to approach the theatrical

performances o f M iranda
Arnaz in isolation. Their ethnic performances on Broadway must
be located within a continuum of dominant cultural images of Latinos/
as in the U.S. To e xamine the ro le and function of their perform ances
in the hegemonic cultural imaginary o f Broadway and Hollyw ood, it is
crucial to look at the Anglo -American discursive and representational
landscape of the "Latin other." My task will b e to�rt Anglo-American •
repertoires of the cultural imaginary and geographies of Latin Amer ica
to demonstra te how s tereotypical modes of repre sentat ion o perate ,
and how meaning is :eroduce d and_5.irculated. In order to de scrib e and
examine the polit ics of representat ionand locat ion of the "Latin other"
in the dominant cultural discursive web, a distinction must b e made
between the "Latin foreign o ther " and the "Latin domestic ethnic and
racial ot her!' "Foreign o ther" refers to immigrant s comin g from La tin
America. For them, home is abroad, and they are constricted to articu
lating their identity according to the nationality o f their country of
or igin. They are marked by their heavy Spanish accents. "Do m estic
ethnic and racial other " designates thos e La tinos/as who hav e b een
born or raised in the U.S. and who are fluent in English. For them,
home is here. People of color within this group also experience a his
to ry of racism, disenfranchis em ent, exploitat ion, and marginalizat ion
as a result o f the internal colonization of the subaltern in the U.S.:
Chicanos/as, Puerto Ricans, African Americans, Asian Americans, and
the l ike . B ot h cate gor ies of otherness operat e wit hin an "imagined
geography" that can b e conceptualiz ed as a socioideological discursive
" topo (s)graphy. " 1 By " topo (s)graphy" I mean a cultural geographical
map in which I chart forms and models of representation in order to
display the places and regions of give n territorial, v isual, menta l, and
ideological constructs o f the "Latin other." Such a topo (s)graphy in
cludes the discursive positions and situations in which t he imagined
ot her inhabit s and tran s acts. These constructs read as a topos- a rhe
tor ical discursiv e conv ention composed of an ensemble of common
places, motifs, themes, tropes, symbols, icons, and metonymical and
metaphorical relations.
I will demonstrate how this rhetorical topo(s)graphy structures the
Anglo-American model of imagining the "Latin other!' I will make
evident how et hnicity and race are discursively articulat ed, rheto riand
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performed through certain stereotypical loca
tions-that is, locus exoticus, locus tropicus, and locus urbanus. I aim to
demonstrate (1) how discursive representations function when por
traying the "Latin other"; (2) how dominant ideologies register racist
and racialized discursive modes and practices in the representation of
the other; and (3) how ideolo gy interpellates and positions individuals
in given social and historical contexts and power relations. The topo(s)
graphy of this ideological appara tus can be m apped in four coorJi8inates: spectacle, exoticism, an inventory of agricultural and raw
/2/i+inaterials, and tourism.
The imagined t opo(s)graphy of Latin America as a whole has its
:,, own continental umbrella designa tion of being "south of the border:'
Only a handful of countries compose this imaginary geopolitical m ap:
Cuba, Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil. Anything can happen, anything
goes south of the border, f or L atin America provides a carniva lesque
atmosphere, the ideal space for rom ance, leisure, and sexual exc ite
ment. The inhabitants of this imaginary land, at times interacting in
the liminal zone of the border it self, exist for the sole purpose of en
tertaining Anglo-Americans by playing w hatever roles they have
been assigned: performer, bandit, Latin lover, delinquent, or spitfire.
"Latins"' raison d'etre is to sing, dance, rom ance, be comical, and live
from fiesta t o siesta. Neither time nor history regulates this exotic and
mythical spatia l terrain. In the 1930s and 1940s, Latin America became
"', a postcard, a ph otograph, a tourist attraction, a night club, a type of
" theme park where fantasy and fun were guaranteed and escapism assured while U.S. national security interests were guarded. "Putting on
a show" me ant impersonating stereotypes in which a nd by which t he
"Latin other" is objectified, depicted in demeaning or excessive ways,
a nd/ or made into a spectacle.
Women have been a traditional source of spectacle in patriarchal
soc iety, and that misogynist tradition continues in this domain. Images
of virginity, penetration, and fecundity abound in the descriptions of
landscapes in the chronicles of the co nquest of America. Like the Span
iards and other explorers, who in their conquests and colonizations
perceived the New World as a foreign body (that of a woman), the
United States has its own history of feminizing the S outh American
continent.2 Patriarch al and imperial U.S. discourse represents Latin
America as a feminized and sexualized other who must be controlled,
tamed, and possessed. For example, in a political cartoon published
in the Philadelphia Evening Public Ledger in 1923 and entitled "My, How
You Have Grown/ Uncle Sam courts a Latin America personified as a
w hite Spanish lady who is wearing a mantilla and shawl and using a
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1.l Caricature: "My, How You Have Grown!"
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Miranda was the queen of all "banana republics" (the predominant
used to brand Latin American count ries as incompetent and
ineffective in a modern capitalist world). It is ironic tha t the very same
people who negatively stereotyped Cent ral American countries as
"banana republics" were the one s (like R ockefeller and the United
Fruit Company) who turned these countries into ''banana republics"
in the first place.
1 Miranda's exhibitionism was res tric ted to the spec tacular staging of
a cornucopia of agricultural commodi ties. Out of si ght of t he voyeur,
however, was the mineral ex traction that has been veiled and silenced.
Rockefeller, coordinator of Inter-American Affairs for the State Depart
ment during Roosevelt's presidency, made it quite cle ar that the U.S.
economic interes t in Latin America was not limited to f ruit s:
epithet

Our lines of security are not only military, they are also economic. Outward
from our shores in wartime go men and finished materials. Inward must flow
the raw materials to feed our factories and stock our arsenals. That demand
could never have been fully met without the raw materials of our neighbors.
From them our production lines needed, and got, manganese and chro
mium and tungsten for the many kinds of steel alloys used in mechanized
warfare. Tin for containers and copper for munitions. And bauxite for alumi
num for our planes; quartz crystal for radio communications systems to lead
those planes to their targets; oil to fuel the bombers, and mica for detection
devices to protect us from the planes of the enemy-these and a wide variety
of other strategic materials our production lines needed, and got.5

Uncle Sam's relations with Latin America are not only sexist and
chauvinistic, but also paternalistic and racist. In numerous caricatures
in the first decades of the twentieth century, the Latin American coun
t ries appear as a child for whom the Unite d States mus t baby-sit, as
seen in a cartoon published in the Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch in 1902, in
which Cuba is portrayed as a black child (fi g. 1.2).6 The subordination
inherent in such infantilization provided justification for the Anglo
American military inte!ference in Latin American politics and econo
mies. By infantilizing Latin America, the U.S. assume d a position of
power that confined the countries and it s people to viewing them
selves as incompetent and in need of guidance.
Dominant cultural representations of Latinos/as were not limited to
Lat in Americans in their home countries. In the U.S., the "Latin domes
t ic ethnic and racial others" have their own his tories of misrepresenta
tions and underrepresen tations. Bo th Mexican Americans and Native
Americans were targets for ridicule, stereotyping, and racism in the
ater and film-let's not forg et Tonto ! In t he film industry, there was a
t radition of portraying Latinos/as as dark-skinned bandidos, villains,

1.2 Caricature: "I'll give you one teaspoonful

, CubY· More Of 1·t might make you sick.

ry
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et hn ic and racial representation

locale. 8

needed to portray

a

given foreign

In the rep resentational ethnic spectrum displaye d
in Hol lywood
Broadway (and eventually on television), the locales
evolved
from th e wild frontiers of the West and Southwest to
the j ungles of the
modern-day city. A new topo(s)graphy appeared
in the late 1950s in
t he cultural imaginary of the "L
atin domestic ethnic a nd rac ial
ot her;'
when i llegal aliens, criminals, gangsters, and drug
addic ts were used
t o stereotype L atinos/as. Cisco Kid,
Speedy Gonzalez, and Tonto were
dis placed and replaced by juv
enile delinq uents and dysfunc
tional
gang members in the ghettos of cities with large Latin
o/a populations :
L os Angeles, Miami, Chicago, and New York. S
ettings such as the
Alamo and the Mexican Revolut ion, and themes
such as conquest, th e
Wild West, machismo, and bullfight ing ceded in th
e 1950s to new et h
nic and cultura l representations. 9 At th is time
, a new film gen re
emerged : t he "social problem"
film.10 The most visible example on
B roadway and film is West Side Story, in which
Puerto Ricans, who
belong to a gang called the Sha
rks, constit ute a threat to th e U.S. na
tiona l order. Since the 1960s , "L
atin" stereotypical representatio
ns and
lo cales have been per petuated i
n the mythic derogato ry constructs of
th e "[b] anana republics, the sl
eepy villages with lazy peons basking
i n the sun, uncivilized half-na k
ed Indians, v iolent gover nment
coups
spearheaded by cruel dictators,
mus tachioed b andits and beautiful se
fioritas."11 In other words, the bandidos, the grease
rs, t he vaqueros (c ow
boys), and the lazy peons becam
e the drug dea lers, the drug ad
dicts,
and the gang mem bers. The new
topo(s)g raphy offered a range of
ur 
ban spaces -t he locus urbanus,
locus barbarus, the street and jail-where
t he protagonists were illegal alie
ns, evildoers, and sinister criminals.12
The representation of Latinas is similar to the
male stereotypica l
traj ectory. Latinas are trapped
in the stereotype s of angel, vi
rgin,
mother, whore, cantinera (tavern keeper), maid, a
nd, most frequently,
vamp, seductress, or spitfire. Frivoli ty, sensuality,
and passion define
women's fier y, tempestuous, and explosive perso
nalities.13 If "Latin"
m en are reduced to being "Latin lovers;' "Latin"
women reach fame
through other epit het s : Lupe Ve
lez, "the flamboyant hot tamale
" an d
" th e Mexican Spit fire;" Burnu Acqua netta, "the
Venezuelan Volcano;"
Olga San Juan, "The Puerto Rican Pepperpot;" M
aria Antonieta Pons,
"the Cuban Hurricane;" Rita Moreno, "the Puerto
Rican Firecracker;"
and Car men Miranda, "the B ra
zilian Bombshell :'1 4 Such degrading
and sexist labels clearly signal
the exploitation of the fema le bod
y and
it s commodification in patriar
chal voyeuristic and misogynist prac
tice s."L atin" women, or " senori
tas;' are objects of desire, available
for
a nd o n
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romance, to satisfy the male gaze and sexual desire, they are registered
in the Anglo-American cultural imaginary in the for m of woman-asspectacle.15
.
.
In the 1940s, no image of "Latin" women was disse�m�ted an�
circulated as thoroughly as that of Chiquita Banana.Chiqmta _comically parodied Miranda, exposing the sociocultural c. onstruction of
· uLatin America as a female, as a banana, as a con:imodity.. Such imp
dent objectification and commodification of Lahn Ame:ican women
and Latin America placed gende r at center stage, as a� m sti:u�ent of
mmercial exchange and as a means to promote the financial mvest
:ents and interests of U.S. multinationals like the United Fruit Com
any. Chiquita was a woma n and a fruit : a hybrid monster, a half-bree d
�hose performance became an Anglo-American cultu ral icon. In com
mercials Chiquita delivered the message that bananas should be a part
f the U.S. diet and menu. She had to sel l herself wit h a touch of
?,Latin" flavor, referring to he r tropical nature. The ad 's jingle narrates
how she comes in a banana boat from a little island south of the equa16
tor in order to help the Good Neighb or po licy.
..
Chiquita's native home is the tropics, a symbol of exoticism that
actualiz es t he stereotype of t he "Latin foreign other" in t he U.S. cul
tural imaginary. Undoubtedly, she is a compone�t of �he U.S. cu ltural
topo(s)g raphy of Latin America a nd, as such, m habits the re alm �f
_
exoticism, tropical rhythm, lo cal co lor, visual pleasure, �nd ro�antic
spectacle. The commercia l jingle was successful because it dupl icated
a cartoonish version of Car men Miranda, wh o was t hen at th e top of
her career. Chiquita's eager ne ss to advance t h e G ood Neighbo� i:oli cy
demonstrate s h ow th e advertisement transmitted a propa gandistic po 
litical message about issues of foreign policy. Without Mirand� there
would have never been a Chiquita Banana; without the Good Neighbor
policy there would have never been a famous Carmen Mira�da; wi�h
out Chiquita Banana, United Fruit would have never made big profits.
The Good Neighbor Policy

Franklin D. Roosevelt , the Good Neighbor policy, and "Latin" musicals
constituted an inseparable triad in the 1930s and 1940s. Their ideol�g
ical platfor m depended on t he existence of each compo nent , which
in exchange validated the political, economic, and cultural crusad_e
against the Axis powe rs and potential Nazi penet ration o f t he Amer i
cas. In order to secure U.S.national interests, Roosevelt sought a h em
ispheric alliance. He concentrated on accomplishi�g P�i:i-American
unity th rough diplomacy, economic policies, strategic rmhtary ag ree-

30
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cultural exchanges. The Good Neighbor policy's primary
purpose was to safeguard foreign markets and sources, and to guaran
tee P:ofi table i11vestment s "south o f the border. " The hardest aspec t
:
?f this was having to change the image of the U.S. A succession of
inte�e�tions, invasions, and military occupations in Mexico, Cuba, the
_ Haiti, Nicaragua, an d Costa Rica had made the
�ominican Republic,
ima ge of "good neighbor" a hard sell.17 An agreement was made be
t w�en the U.S. �nd m�st Latin American nat ions th at no cou ntry was
to int �rvene m.ihtan_ l i11: another 's domestic affairs. Although the U.S.
_Y,
abstained from explicit interferenc e and intervent ion it made sure to
maint�in a few st rategic territories-the C anal Zo�e, and military
bases in Guan tanamo, Cuba, and Puerto Rico.
The p rima ry U.S. policies and initiatives in Latin America concen
t rat�d on intro�ucing industrialization, making p rofitable market s
availa�le to U._s. i�;est o rs, p romotin g commercial interchange, and de
veloping tourism. ?ne ?f the 1:1-ost active architect s of the plan was
Nels?n Rockefeller, in his posi.tion of coordinator of Inter-American
Affa1rs. 19 Rockefeller 's work on hemispheric coordination and coopera
tion led to the imp lementation o� cultu ral relation s and exchange p ro
_
grams. In orde� t o p reser ve in situ strategic and security interests, a
_ e campaign p romoted Pan-Americanism in the cultural domain.
ma ssiv
M any p rogra ms _m�bilize? and circulated a cultural agenda that would
.
benefit_ U.S. capitalist, military,
and nationa l interest s.20 No other cul
tural medium c?llabora�ed with the goodwill campaign to the extent
that the entertainment industry did , in all it s aspect s: music, dance,
theat� r, a�d fi_ lm. Hollywood embraced the hemispheric partnersh ip,
creating films such as Walt Disney's The Three Caballeros (1945).2 1
I11 terest in Latin America had already been shown in the 1930s, with
:
movies such as The Cuban Love Song (1931); Flying Down to Rio (1933);
La Cucaracha (1934�; Un�er the Pampas Moon (1935); Headin' for the Rio
Gran_de �1936); Tropic Holiday and Old Mexico (1938); South of the Border,
1:fexicalt_Rose, and Old Caliente (1939); and Gaucho Serenade (1940). Such
infatuat101: with t�e "Latin other " had been launched and officially
�n dor�ed in Fra�in D. Roosevelt's inaugural speech of 4 March 1933,
in which he explicitly addresse d his political interest in Latin America
s aying, "In the field of world policy I would dedicate this Nation t�
_ of the good neighbor - the neighbor who resolutely respect s
t�e pohcy
hi�self and, because he does so, respect s the right s of others- the
neigh bor w�o respec!s h is obl igat ions and respect s the sanctity of h is
22
ag ree�ent s in and with a world of neighbors:'
Dunng the �ea�� of the G�od Neighbor policy, it was not only film
that played a sigruficant role in defining the Latin Amer ican as "Latin
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the An glo
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,
of the Apocalypse.23 In the 1930s
, Miranda and Arnaz po pularized the
the Cuban son. I n the 1940s
ambo.
t ively; in the 1950s it was to be the m
samba and the con ga, respec
al in p ropagating the "Latin" rhythm
No other artist was as instrument
Cugat. Desi Arnaz began his career
craze as the Spanish-born Xavier
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l films.24
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What is this music and in what way does it differ from the ordinary American
Jazz? I believe the answer lies in its racial origin. The story probably goes back
to the Moors in Spain. Take some of your beautiful Latin American tunes and
if you have studied the subject you can feel that Moorish influence in many of
the melodies, especially those with a minor strain in them. The melodic quali
ties of the Moors and Spanish gypsies combined with some rhythmic ideas
from the great continent of Africa just across the straits-that seems to have
been the parentage of the rumba, and geographically it seems logical, though
nobody seems able to produce definite proof. Mixing of races often produces
unusual combinations of rhythm and melody.28

While speculating, Morand connects rhythm wit h Africa, revealing a
racial origin. Both "Latin" rhythm and the peoples of Latin America
are h ybrid, m estizos, mulattos-in his own words, "unusual." Mor
and's observation shows that music can be racialized and, at the same
time, rhythm can mobilize racist conceptions and attitudes. In these
terms, rhythm and exoticism connote race-specifically African race
and race can be musically performe d.
It was t hrough dance bands, the radio, and the recording industr y
that "Latin" songs became popular and in demand. And, of course,
t here was Hollywood to put these songs in circulation wit hin the prac
tice of ethnic simulacrum. In the cultural topo(s)graphical map that I
am charting, t he songs t hemselves, in t his era of cultural exchange
fostered by the Good Neighbor policy, re-present how the "Latin for
eign other" is conceiv e d and how st ereotypical "Latin" images were
propagated. Indeed, music was one of t he discursive formations
t hrough which Latin American cul ture became visible and, most of
t he time, stereotyped. 29 The medium of music was especially powerful
because it was everywhere: on stage, in film, on the radio, in the
dancehall, and in everybody's memor y.
The "Good Neighbor" song (in t he film Panama Hattie), thoug h it
was a parody of the Good Neighbor policy, clearly i llustrates the stereo
typing of Latin Americans. It inscribes the limited vocabulary with
which Anglo-Americans communica te with "Latins": "amiga /o, mu
chos amigos, hasta manana, adi6s, si si, macho amigo, mucho macho:'
It is astonishing and illustrative that this lexicon embodies a series
of images that perpetuate how "Latins" are conceived: manana-the
concept of time is fundamental to expose t he differences between
"Latin" and Anglo-American cultures; si si-the "other" is always ex
pected to accept Uncle Sam's will; and macho amigo, mucho macho
"Latin" men are frozen in time as machistas. These linguistic cultural
constructs-and others, such as fiesta, siesta, gaucho, senor, caballero,
chiquita, senorita, patio, maracas-constitute the vocabulary, a kind of
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paragraphs, opened the door to the issue of stereotyping the "Latin
other" in the Anglo-American cultural imaginary:
Mexicans are frequently cast as South Americans, and nothing brings more
grumbling. A Hollywood writer, here recently, explained that seeing the tre
mendous number of European types, he had an entirely new conception of
casting possibilities for authentic South American locale pix. Nothing draws
more resentment than the impression that North Americans believe South
Americans are part Indian.
All over South America, dress is similar to that in the States and Europe.
Yet films come here showing "South American characters" in tight laced pants
and long sideburns or shawls and mantillas. That's museum stuff, film men
here argue, and it has no excuse. 33

This comment points to the complexity of the politics of ethnic repre
sentation. First, it shows how ignorant Anglo-Americans are in their
depictions of Latin Americans. Second, it introduces the issue of race
and mestizaje in Latin America. Third, it brings to the forefront the
problematics of authenticity. From this vantage point, an interrogative
positioning emerges, facilitating a critical reading: Where do Miranda
and Arnaz fit in this model? How authentic are their performances?
How do race, ethnicity, class, and gender determine their own repre
sentation and performance as "other"? How is the "other" portrayed
through costumes, locale, body gestures, song and dance, and foreign
accent? Do Miranda and Arnaz accommodate their performance acts
within the Anglo-American cultural models of the representation of
the "Latin foreign other" and within the horizon of expectations of
the Anglo-American audiences on Broadway and in Hollywood? Do
Miranda and Arnaz continue to involuntarily perpetuate the dominant
stereotypes of the "Latin other"?

The Brazilian Bombshell: Carmen Miranda
Down Argentine Way (1940) was the product of the marriage between
the Good Neighbor policy and Hollywood. Responding to the U.S.
urgency to establish hemispheric ties, the movie was an ideological
and political package used in initiating a new covenant with Latin
America. With the goal of making the film more attractive and pleasing
to Latin American audiences, Hollywood interpolated Carmen Miran
da's Broadway performance in The Streets of Paris, which had been a
rousing box office success (fig. 1.3). Thanks to Hollywood's effort to
bring a touch of ethnic authenticity to the screen, Miranda's perfor
mance was preserved almost in its entirety. It must be noted that this
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she was an experienced perfor mer. Before her arrival on Broadway, she
had b een a star in Brazil. She had recorded more than t hree hundred
records and had been feat ured i n five films. On a cruise to Sout h
Amer ica, Lee Shuber t, after seeing her performance at the Casino de
Urea, recruited Miranda to appear in his latest musical rev ue, Streets
of Paris, which opened on Broadway on 19 June 1939. Her performance
stopped the show at t he end of the firs t act. Though she sang in Po rtu
guese, communication t hrough language was not nece ssary as long as
there was music and spectacle. As o ne critic noted, "The language of
Brazil is Por tugese. Maybe you no spikka. But let Mi randa sing to you
and you' re pract ically a nat ive. For h er language doesn't nee d an inter
preter. Her flashing smile, those what-big-eyes-you-have, a shrug or
two and those marvelously expressive hands, ri ng t he bell the world
round. Call it 'oomph,' 'yumph,' or go way back t o Elinor Glyn and
call i t 'it.' Tha t's Miranda :' 39 Mira nda's rendit ion of "South Amer i
can Way" (which, wit h her heavily accented pronunciation as "Souse
American Way," became h er signature tune) was one of the musical
numbers.
For Broadway audiences, Miranda co nstituted the most eccentric,
exuberant, and popular cultural manife stat ion of Latin America. The
ater cr i t ics describe d her as a fiery Brazilian singer and dancer, wi t h
picaresque eye movements, hips i n mot ion, sensual hand gestures, and
exotic language, a woman who hypnot ize d a nd electrifie d audiences
on Broadway and in Hollywood. She imperso nated not on ly Latin
American women but Latin Amer ica itself, becoming both t he "ambas
sadress of Brazil" and the "ambassad ress for the Good Neighbo r pol
icy." Cr itics were well aware of Miranda's political role:

As an advertisement for Roosevel t's good-neighbor policy, she is worth half
40
hundred di ploma tic delegations .It's t hat 'Sous American way.'

a

Miss Miranda is the greatest event in our relations with South America since
4
the Panama Canal.1
Here is a fine advertisement f or the good-neighbor policy, here is
42
neighbor.Last night the audience hailed her ra ptuo usly.

a superb

Miranda, a foreigner singing i n a foreign language, became such a
visual spectacle that the Por tugese lyrics did not interfere with the
reception p rocess at all. I ndee d, some cr it ics assume d that she was
singing in Spanish:

The Miranda sings rapid-rhy thmed songs i n Spanish to the accompaniment of
Brazilian ba nd.... But she radiates he at tha t will tax the Broadhurst air
"
conditioning plant this Summer. 34
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Film scholar Ana Lopez has precisely interpreted Miranda 's function
as a spectacle of ethnicity and sexuality, explaining that
Miranda functions narratively ... and discursively as a sexual fetish, freezing
the narrative and the pleasures of the voyeuristic gaze and provoking a regime
of spectacle and specularity. She acknowledges and openly participates in her
fetishization, staring back at the camera, implicating the audience in her sexual
display. But she is also an ethnic fetish. The look she returns is also that of the
ethnographer and it s colonial spectator stand-in. Her Latin Americanness is
displaced in all it s visual splendor for simultaneous colonial appropriation
and denial.58

After b ecoming a sensational celeb rity, Carmen Miranda be cam e
part of the Anglo-American cultural imaginary as a vivacious and
b eautiful senorita who would always entertain. Her image, quite a
queer act, has continue d to be imitat e d in campy cross-dressing p erfor
mance acts by male actors or parodied by females in the th eater, mov
ies, commercials, and TV: As John Kobal, the author of Gotta Sing Gotta
Dance, points out, "her exaggerated mannerisms and clothing b ecame
a female impersonator 's delight" (fig. 1.4).59
Bananas Is My Business, a film documentary released in 1994, illus
trates how Miranda invented her stage persona. 60 As her popularity
wore off, Miranda b egan to parody her own self-cre ation: the more
she performed her ethnic inv ention, the more she b ecam e a clownish
caricature. Indee d, when she returned to Brazil in 1940, Brazilians did
not accept her performance. They felt b etrayed by Miranda, who had
sold her act out to Hollywood; they accused her of b eing American
ized. In Miranda 's effort to construct her ethnic and nationalist persona
in the U.S., she had undoubte dly b ecam e ''Hollywoodized." Her musi
cal act w as a fak e, an ac t of mimicry, a carnival esque spect acl e ad
dressed to satisfy the horizon of expectations of Anglo-American audi
ences. R eje ction by her people l e d Miranda to respond with the song
"They say I cam e back Americaniz ed:' She left Brazil with a brok en
heart. Over time, Brazilians have reconcile d with her Hollywood im
age and U.S. audiences still wo rship the "lady with th e tutti-frutti
hat :' 61 As Sara J. Welch observes in "The Mirandification of America;'
"only in retrospect is it cl ear that she Mirandified America as much
as it Americanized her."62 Let me clarify that the "Mirandification" of
America cannot b e confused with transculturation. The cultural ex
change is limite d to the Anglo appropriation of rhythm and image
within a carnivalesque setting; Miranda 's Portugese language is re
duce d to noise. Under these circumstances, her accent drives hom e the
fact that Miranda functions primarily within the parameters of "Latin-
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be remembered as the most outrageous and hilarious representation
of "Latinidad" in Hollywood and in the U.S. cultural imaginary. 63 She
became the pseudostereotypical image that would define the Latin
American/U.S. Latina identity. Her obituary in the New York Times ac
knowledged this: "Miss Miranda, whose explosive, hippy dancing,
thick-accented singing and garish costumes, became a prototype of the
dynamic 'Latin' female." 64 An unforgettable parody of Miranda was
Betty Garrett's imitation, with her rendition "South America, Take It
Away'' in Call Me Mister (1946). 65 The song pokes fun at the implemen
tation of the Good Neighbor policy and the Latin rumba, samba, and
conga crazes. It also refers to Miranda's hypnotizing hip movements
and stylized mannerisms. Although this parody is a response to Miran
da's Broadway performance and popularity, it also registers the pres
ence on Broadway of another Latino. In the refrain "South America!
Babalu! Babalu ay yay, babalu!" none other than Desi Arnaz was
parodied.
It is the word "babalu" that refers to Arnaz's performance, a musical
act that, like Carmen Miranda's, would activate and mobilize the
Anglo-American topo(s)graphical imaginary of the "Latin other." At
this discursive intersection, the Queen of Samba and the King of
Rumba were the spokespersons for the Good Neighbor policy and
shared the cultural pedestal on Broadway as the sole representatives
of Latin Americans and performers of "Latinness." Miranda and Arnaz
were onstage representing, performing, and speaking for all Latin
Americans and U.S. Latinos/as. Their vocabulary may have been lim
ited to bizarre, primitive, exotic, and incomprehensible sounds, but
they spoke more than words. "Babalu" and " ay ay" said it all about
Latin America and its peoples. The sound and musical interpretation
of "babalu" and " ay ay" were powerful evidence for Anglo-American
audiences that these performances were indisputably ethnic, authentic,
and exotic. With Miranda's and Arnaz's debuts on Broadway in 1939,
the Anglo-American cultural representation of the "Latin foreign
other" was here to stay. Miranda and Arnaz were predestined to be
come the foundational images of "Latinidad" in the U.S. topo(s)graph
ical cultural imaginary of Latin America.
The Latin Lover: Desi Arnaz
Unlike Carmen Miranda, the daughter of migrant Portuguese
working-class parents, Desiderio Alberto Arnaz y de Acha III, better
known as Desi Arnaz, was the son of one of the wealthiest political
families in Cuba. After a group of military men, among them Fulgencio
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Batista y Zaldivar, overth rew Ger ardo Machado's dictatorship in 1933,
Arnaz's father was jailed and the family proper ty was confiscated. Ar
naz an d h i s parents wen t to Miami i n exile. Arnaz, whose life story is
a riches-to- r ag s-to-riches o n e, was n ot embarrassed to admit publicly
the menial job s he had taken to earn a livi ng, and he willi n gly ex
pressed h is gr atitude to the U.S. for h is fortune and success: "I really
wann a tell you my fi rst job in th is cou ntry wa s cleani ng bird cages. It's
very true. We came to th is cou ntry, we didn't have a cent i n our pockets .
From cleani ng canary cages to th is nigh t here in New York, it's a lon g
ways and I don't th i nk there is a ny other cou ntry i n the wor ld that
could give you th at opportu nity. I wanna say thank you, thank you
America, than k you:' 66
Arn az's artistic career began i n 1936 at the Roney Plaza Hotel in
Miami Beach, when he joined a rumba band, the Sibo ney Sextet. He
was discovered by Xavier Cugat, who, after se ei ng h im perfo rm, asked
Arnaz to joi n his band. I n a sh ort time, Arnaz learned th e art of sh ow
busi ness from Cugat and, in 1937, put together h is own band, which
became a g reat sensatio n afte r i ntr oducing the conga li ne . Wh en the
band r eached New York, Broadway's musical director and producer
George Abbott and the musical team of Richard Rodgers and Loren z
Hart (wh o h ad a new sh ow, Too Many Girls, i n the works) were at
tracted to Arnaz's charismatic and a rti stic poten tial.67
On 14 October 1939, Arnaz appeared o n Broadway as Manuelito i n
Too Many Girls (figs. 1.5 and 1.6), a role he would later reprise i n the
film version . This musical tells th e story of you ng Consuelo (played by
Lucille Ball), whose wealthy father hires four you ng men to guard her
wh ile she attends th e fiction al Pottawatomie College i n New Mexico,
his alma mater. The all-American boys, wh o se contract fo rbids any
roman tic i nvolvement with Consuelo, get i nvolved in college life, join
the football team, and bri n g about a winni ng football season. The stu
dent body does not know that these four are ri ngers: three have pre
viously played in the Ivy League, an d Manuelito has played in A r gen
ti n a. As the plot advances, Consuelo falls i n love with one of the boys,
wh o struggles with his decision to break the co ntract. I n the end,
romance wi ns and Consuelo marries h er bodyguard.
Du r i n g the filmi ng of Too Many Girls Arnaz met Lucille Ball, wh om
he mar r ied. Togeth er they later p r oduced a nd star red in the most pop
ular situation comedy television series of all time, I Love Lucy. 68 What
is Arnaz' s role i n th is film? His Manuelito is n ot critical to the develop
men t of the plot; he is simply a mi n o r character whose accent is ex
plai ned by givi ng him an Argen tine nationality. Manuelito's presence
is requi red to add a touch of "authenticity"; not o nly is he a h otshot
football player, he is a h ot ''Lati n" obsessed with Anglo-American
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broken-field runn�r, D�si Arnaz is a good_ wooer
"as a South American
71
of women." Obviously, Arnaz was defined _in terms of sexuality and
hi ability to seduce women. Men reacted differently; to them he was
s
merely noise: "Mr Arnaz is a noisy, black-haired Latin whose face,
· devo1'd of
unfortunately, lacks expression and whose performance 1s
a e"n

gr lr�az is not the only marker of difference in the musical. The story
takes place in New Mexico, and, significantly, the name of the college
.
IS P ottawatomieI a word that inscribes difference within the othered
1e of the Native American The sets and costumes register d'f
.
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spacnee in terms of Mexican and
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This space of otherness is a liminal zone where passion
d
morals
relaxed.
This
ambience
explains
why
Consuelo
must be
an
under
"the
law
of
the
father:'
Also,
this
layered
liminal
bor
arded
tr allows Arnaz to shout like a "tribal �hieftain:' 73 and ;,o "[appr?xi.
ate] a tribal chant to Chango, the Afncan God of War in the final
:usical number. 74 The whole scene constructs itself in relation to a
prl·mitive worldview in which Native American and African cultures
converge at center stage, with tribal rituals, chants, and access1ve
rhythms.
.
In the film's opening musical numbers, which take place at the c?llege, the camera deliberately presents few cl�se-ups of some_ Na;,1ve
American faces. 75 Furthermore, Arnaz�s drum 1s decorated with In
dian" motifs, revealing how African and Native American cultures are
fused in the final musical number of the film.76 Such moments of pseu
d otransculturation do not represent the multicultural nightmare �u
ban critic Gustavo Perez Firmat observes in his analysis of the film:
"The movie's ignorance is so utterly blissful that I find its m�d�ess
agglutinating energy difficult to resist. To be sure, Too Many Girls 1s a
multiculturalist's nightmare:' 77 Rather, I would say, this is a cas� of
blatant cultural appropriation and "Latinization;' given that the fi�al
movie scene has been molded and accommodated for the entertain
ment and enjoyment of an Anglo-American audience: The lyrics have
disappeared, thus erasing the Spanish language, w�ch has been re
placed by unintelligible sounds signaling generic ethnic otherness and
cultural difference. Thus, Spanish language has been reduced to mere
noise. The audience does not care about the verbal content; it prefers
to enjoy the visual spectacle of difference and the pri�itive sounds of
Arnaz's "oe oe" as the conga. beat intensifies, possessing the cast and
audience. This exotic and racialized space liberates individuals (actors
and audience), unleashing their sexual instincts as they dance a c_on�a
until the beating of the drums provoke the explosion of their bodies in
a volcanic fury.
•

1.6 The Broadway cast of Too Many Girls. (Billy Rose Theatre Collection, The New York
Public Library for the Performing Arts, Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations.)

Costello was Arnaz's song-and-dance companion in these numbers, a
Puerto Rican actress whose "trademark was that she could swish her
derriere at warp speed." 69 This duo's popularity was so immense that
they would perform at Club La Conga after the stage show.
In the film version of Too Many Girls, Ann Miller took over Costello's
role, and Arnaz's performance of "Babalu" was moved to the closing
of the film, where a big, loud celebration was needed to mark the vic
tory of the last football game. In this final musical act of the film, Arnaz
appears in football regalia with his conga drum hanging around his
neck. The scene is energizing and sexy, exploiting Arnaz's vivacity, sex
appeal, and virility, which are all corporalized in the exhilarating, im
pulsive, "savage" movements and sounds of his drum playing. The
crescendo of rhythm is accentuated by Arnaz's placement in front of a
bonfire that frames him, facilitating close-ups of his agitated, sweaty
body. Students are dancing the conga at Arnaz's feet, expressing eu
phoria and eroticism; the rhythmic drive builds as he furiously pounds
his conga.
That same passion made Arnaz a matinee idol on Broadwa Women
y.
went crazy for his good looks and sex appeal. Thus, Arnaz embodied
a new Rudolph Valentino, an updated version of the "Latin lover."
That each played an Argentine (Valentino's being the gaucho in Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse) made the connection more explicit. The
press did not fail to notice the "Latin lover" aura; Arnaz was hailed as
a "terpsichorean Rudolph Valentino" by one critic;70 another said that
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On Broadway, "Babahi;' sung in Spanish, was a spectacle of oth
erness because of its exoticism and primitiveness. Arnaz's rendition of
"Babalu" located the audiences in the realm of African religious ritu
als.78 Those audiences did not understand the relation of the lyrics to
Afro-Cuban cultural and religious practices. In Santeria, Babalu Aye is
one of the Orichas, a deity in the Yoruba mythological world. The chant
functions as a prayer and an offering in exchange for protection and
future happiness in love, health, and prosperity. Given the syncretism
of African and Catholic religions in Cuba, Santeria identifies Babalu
Aye with Saint Lazarus. In the Yoruba mythical world, Babalu was a
lascivious and promiscuous man who, after having sex with many
women, became ill. His body was covered with lacerations and only
dogs, licking his sores, would follow him. When appropriated by San
teria, Saint Lazarus became the patron saint of people sick with leprosy,
smallpox, venereal diseases and, more recently, AIDS. In "Babalu;' Ar
naz impersonates and mimics the voice of a black man ("negro" ) who
is worshipping the Orisha to be successful in love with his "negra!'
The is�ue of race and racism is embedded in the line "quiero pedir a
Babalu una negra bembona" (I want to ask Babalu for a negra with
thick-nigger-lips). The spectacle and the vocal impersonation only per
petuated the notion of the racial "other" as performative.79
Lacking a translation, the audience had no knowledge of the African
origin of the song "Babalu;' nor of the African origins of the rumba and
the conga; neither were they informed of the African roots of Carmen
Miranda's sambas and bahiana outfits.80 Like Miranda, Arnaz was con
demned to communicate through queer sounds, hyperbolic ethnic rep
resentations, running gags, and visual spectacle. In this aspect, a state
ment by Xavier Cugat helps explain the reception process of such
ethnic spectacles: ''Americans know nothing about Latin music. They
neither understand nor feel it. So they have to be given music more for
the eyes than the ears. Eighty percent visual, the rest aural. "81
In films and in song, Miranda's and Arnaz's English was fractured
and mangled whenever, in excitement, anger, or frustration, they burst
into a chain of incomprehensible noise. Such instances of verbal non
sense were overemphasized by their thick accents. These tongue twist
ers, pl�ys on words, and linguistic anarchy were major components
of their performances and critical to their efforts to please Anglo
American audiences. Their accents and linguistic outbursts translated
as markers of exoticism and ethnic difference, and particularly articu
�ated their "fiery Latin temperaments." However, both actors, by refus
mg to show full command and performance of the English language
and grammar, and by insisting on converting it into gibberish once
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they
they had learned it, challenge Anglo-American audiences. As
car
the
within
pleased, they imposed their difference and foreignness:
staged
and
origins
nivalesque, they camouflaged their Latin American
humorously their ethnic identities. Pleasing, in these terms, means to
give enjoyment, as well as to perform within one's own will (in spite
of how constrained one may be by stereotypes). On the stage, Arnaz
and Miranda did as they pleased.
Significantly, their accents limited Miranda and Arnaz to playing
the roles of marginal characters. Arnaz's accent would haunt him
throughout his life, and was emphasized in his famous recurring line
as Ricky Ricardo in I Love Lucy: "Honey, I' m home!" In an episode after
his Little Ricky was born, Lucy is afraid their son will have his father's
accent. She tells Ricky, "Please promise me you won't speak to our
child until he's nineteen or twenty." Throughout I Love Lucy's TV run,
Arnaz's accent was not only in a comic context but in a cruel reality:
his accent was a form of embarassment, one that impeded the progress
of his artistic career. Even within the domestic sphere, Arnaz as Ricky
Ricardo must clean up his ethnic act; his accent must be exiled from
the home, because it is a marker of difference. It is allowed only in the
public sphere, as a form of entertainment in his night club, the Trop
icana (which would eventually be renamed Babalu). It is ironic that
82
"what we remember most about Ricky is the sound of his voice;' that
is, his accent, and his "Babalu" cries.
As the years passed, Arnaz sounded like a broken record, always
performing "Babalu" on I Love Lucy. This repetitiveness paralleled the
evolution of Miranda's singing and performance into comedy and par
ody. Through the years, Miranda's voice became squeaky, her exag
gerated, accented broken English, over-pronounced rs, and plays on
words became monotonous, nonsensical, predictable, and sometimes
annoying. When her film If I'm Lucky (1946) was released, critic Bosley
Crowther of the New York Times reduced her performance act to "ani
mated noise!'83 Her act ceased to develop; it became more artificial,
excessive, grotesque, clownish, and farcical. Indeed, her bahiana tur
bans and hats became a comic amalgamation of fruits, as in The Gang's
All Here (1943).
In this aspect, Miranda and Arnaz were condemned to repeatedly
enact their performances as pure ethnic entertainment. They had no
choice other than to make the best of the "Latin foreign other" roles
Hollywood had for them. Arnaz was very conscious of his limitations,
as he confessed in his autobiography. Referring to the auditions for
Too Many Girls, he said, ''At that time the Latin type they were describ
ing, [able to handle comedy, song, and dance] was not easy to find in
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this country. . .. The only ones who were known then were the roman
tic Rudolph Valentino types and the George Raft types, or the other
extreme, the Crispin Martin lazy Mexican character or the Leo Car

rillos:' 84 "Latin" roles were so scarce in Hollywood that when
Arnaz
returned from military service in 1945, he had already been
replaced
with Ricardo Montalban.
Broadway and Hollywood's racist practices were apparent
in pro
ducers' initial refusals to televise a situation comedy with
the charac
ters Lucy and Ricky as protagonists who had an interethnic
marriage:
"The big brass at CBS thought he was not the type to play
a typical
American husband."85 Ball and Arnaz were well aware of the
difficul
ties of doing a show together: "[E]xperts insisted the progra
m was
doomed to fail. They said 'a foreigner' with an accent would
n't be be
lievable, playing an average American husband:' 86 There
is no doubt
that race was a subtext: Arnaz was the other, the "Latin" type;
although
Caucasian, his origins were "south of the border." Furthermore
, Cuba
was seen in racial terms, linked to Africa culturally and ethnic
ally, as
we saw earlier in the 1902 political cartoon about Cuba. Precis
ely be
cause of his Cuban ethnicity, it was inconceivable that Arnaz
could
play certain roles, including the husband in I Love Lucy. Arnaz
once
declared, "You know, I think if it wouldn't have been for Lucy,
I would
have stopped trying a long time ago because I was always
the guy that
didn't fit. When she did 'My Favorite Husband' on radio
they said I
wasn't the type to play the part. Then finally she wanted
to do the
television show and she said 'Well, I want to do it with Desi.'
So every
body again said, 'Well he doesn't .. . he is not right to play
your
hus
band."' 87 At work here are racist practices. The Hays Code
stated that
"miscegeneration (sex relationship between the white and black
races)
is forbidden:' 88 This prohibition included half-breeds, mulat
tos, Native
Americans, African Americans, Asians, Arabs, and, of course
, "Latins:'
Even off stage, Arnaz was not the type to receive an invita
tion to
join the most prestigious golf course in Palm Springs, the
Thund
er
bird. 89 Arnaz's racial and ethnic roots were exposed and overtl
y deval
ued on another occasion. In a television appearance on The
Ed Wynn
Show, in which Lucille Ball was being interviewed, Arnaz
interrupted
by playing the drums. After a series of interruptions Wynn
finally said,
"You' ll ruin the whole show playin g those drums. They'
ll think it's
some African show. " 90 These comments not only racialize Arnaz
's per
formance, but also register blatant racism. This appraisal
of Arnaz's
performance supports the idea that, since his first appea
rance on
Broadway, Arnaz's musical number "Babahi" was read as a
racial and
ethnic performance. The "savage" percussion, the rapturous
music,
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This
song
stereotypes
Lahn
American
culture and cormGirls.
Many
Uy degrades Latinos/as by attributing to them a bad temper and lack
c� ·
ntelligence. It tells the story of Pepito and Pepita, who fall in love
� ipite their national origins-he is from Cuba and she is from Rio
d:f Mar. (Notice how these locations echo Arnaz and Mi:anda's ho�e
lands.) Furthermore, like Arnaz and Miranda, both Pepito and Pepita
are entertainers: Pepito plays the guitar, and Pepita shakes the mara
Of all places, they end up in Harlem, where they ca� co�summate
cas.
their love. In these terms, the location of the protagomsts m Harlem
signals their position in the U.S. as "Latin foreign ethnic and racial
others": They are allocated to the othered space of African Americans,
since race determines a priori their identity in the U.S.
Arnaz also activated and perpetuated the stereotyped imaginary
construction of Cuba as the land of romance and mafiana with another
song, "Cuban Pete." 92 With this song, he is self-proclaimed as the "king
of the rumba beat" and exalts his expertise as a "Latin lover"; he sends
the senoritas dancing, and people can forget their worries if they dance
to his tune all day long. How, then, can we separate the Latin Ameri
can ethnic identity from the Anglo-American stereotype of the "Latin
other"?
Moreover, Arnaz goes farther in his representation of the "Latin
other" as a racial other. If, in his rendition of "Babahi;' he impersonated
the African race and Cuban ethnicity through music and sound, and
"Cuban Pete" shamelessly stereotyped "Latins;' it would not be until
1953 that Arnaz carried his ethnic and racial act to its maximum ex
pression. It is only reading backwards that "Babalu" exl:'oses its full
meaning: the visual representation of the racial other, which had been
partially silenced and camouflaged, is disclosed in the 19 January 1953
I Love Lucy episode, "Lucy Goes to the Hospital" (figs. 1.7 and l.8).93
The episode opens with the character Ricky holding a book that has
a photo of an African with a painted face on one page and a photo of
an African mask on the other. As Ricky intensely studies the photos,
he makes faces in imitation of what he imagines to be African: he
opens wide his mouth and eyes and grimaces. It is not until later in
the episode that the audience learns that he is rehearsing a voodoo act.
This is a new act, and Ricky's performative act of creation parallels
Lucy's act of giving birth. When Lucy and Ricky arrive at the hospital,
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1.7 Desi Arnaz in blackface in the I Love Lucy episode "Lucy Goes to the Hospital."

1.8 Desi Arnaz in blackface performing at the cabaret in the I Love Lucy episode "Lucy
Goes to the Hospital."

Ricky realizes that he has to get ready for the new voodoo number at
his night �lub. He calls his friend Fred to ask him to bring over his
makeup kit. Once Fred returns, Ricky goes to the bathroom to put the
makeup on. Ricky comes out in blackface and goes to the fathers' wait
ing room, where he scares a nurse because "the voodoo make-up is a
grotesque amalgam of whitened eye sockets, darkened skin, painted
on fangs and a fright wig of black hair:' 94 The terrified nurse calls a
policeman and Ricky leaves for the club. During his performance, Fred
c�lls and informs him that the baby is born. Still with his makeup on,
Ricky heads back to the hospital. Chaos reigns when he terrorizes the
staff and the policeman tries to arrest him. Ricky clarifies his identity
as a performer, thus justifying the blackface, to the policeman. Never
theless, when a nurse comes to the waiting room to announce that
Lucy delivered a baby boy, Ricky responds as the father and she is
shocked, paralyzed, and speechless.
As a whole, the blackface episode is a distorted and grotesque mas
querade that articulates racist practices within the domain of comedy
and performance. Blackface impersonation converts the racial other
into an object of humor. What attempts to be amusing and entertaining

inscribes a vulgar and demeaning deformation of the racial other, and
establishes power relations. As Eric Lott has aptly observed in "Love
and Theft: The Racial Unconscious of Blackface Minstrelsy": "'Black'
figures were to be looked at, shaped to the demands of desire; they were
screens on which audience fantasy could rest, securing white specta
tors' position as superior, controlling, not to say owning, figures:' 95
Ricky's impersonation of the racial other positions his voodoo act
within a discursive web where Africans incarnate primitiveness and
cannibalism. Yet I would like to go a step further. Race is a significant
element in this episode, from the opening to the closing frame. It is
crucial to examine the spectacle of blackface because, at this moment,
when Little Ricky is being born, ethnicity and race intersect. The racist
practices that confined Arnaz are now made visible in his character
Ricky's blackface. It can be read that Ricky/Arnaz is parodying, sub
verting, and transgressing the Hays Code, which banned miscege
nation. It is obvious that an interracial marriage was not a usual oc
currence in the hospital, which explains why the nurse was so taken
aback A black man was not expected to be in that space. Ricky/ Arnaz
was able to bring a black man into a forbidden zone by means of black-
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face, just as he had been able to bring a "Latin" man into the forbidden
zone of an interethnic marriage, one which was perceived as an interra
cial marriage. I interpret this moment of ethnic, racial, and sexual inter
section as Arnaz's effort to perform race as spectacle through blackface.
Ironically, underneath all that makeup, there is a white man. <;=onse
quently, the baby will be white. Similar to the function of masquerade
at carnival, the blackface functions as a catalyst to expose and then
subdue all fears and suspicions that the baby was the offspring of an
interracial marriage. In these terms, Ricky's enactment of race at the
moment of his son's birth is pure masquerade, just as it was when Ar
naz sang "Babahi" on Broadway in 1939. His blackface musical num
ber is all simulacrum, held up by the scaffolding of racist stereotypes
and practices, and continuing the Broadway tradition of "racialized
entertainment as [a cultural] commodity." 96

Authenticity and the Burden of Representation
In The Latin Tinge, John S. Roberts quotes Xavier Cugat as saying, "To
succeed in America I gave the Americans a Latin music that had noth
ing authentic about it." 97 This declaration is loaded with all kinds of
issues. How authentic are cultural, ethnic, and racial representations?
Up to what point do Latin American migrant entertainers-like
Miranda and Arnaz-have to accommodate their performances ac
cording to the Anglo-American stereotypical representations of the
"Latin foreign other" and to satisfy the Anglo-American horizon of
expectations? Why, above all, do artistic performances like music and
dance embody and activate national identities? In the cases of Miranda
and Arnaz, why are they singing in Portuguese and Spanish when they
are not being understood? Are they speaking to themselves, to reas
sure their belonging to an imaginary nationhood abroad? From where
are they speaking? Who are they representing; for whom are they
speaking?
Nobody questions Miranda's and Arnaz's nationalities. They are the
quintessential personifications and emblems of Brazilian and Cuban
national identities. It seems as if, after migration, Miranda and Arnaz
had to objectify their ethnicities in order to stage them and to reaffirm
their national differences. Yet such a task requires a process of selection
of national traits and symbols, through which a new identity is forged
and made visible. This process mobilizes an inventory of "national
things" containing all elements native to a given nation: music, dance,
rhythms, typical costumes, folklore, foods, national holidays, religions,
and art. This inventory is charged with ideological and political views
:
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as well as with class, racial, gender, and sexual biases. Undoubtedly, it
is the entertainment industry that serves best to stage, perform, and
enact national, cultural, racial, and ethnic identities. In these terms,
Miranda personifies the samba and Arnaz the rumba and the conga.
When examined closely, both entertainers appropriated music and
rhythms from the African components of the socionational spectrum of
ethnic identities, social classes, and races that constitute the imaginary
national communities of Brazil and Cuba. Although there is a high
degree of transculturation and hybridization, what is absent here is the
self-representation of and by the African constituency. Consequently,
Miranda's and Arnaz's ethnoracial spectacles must be approached with
caution. When analyzed their performances reveal the institutional
ideological apparatus and social practices of racism in Latin America,
translocated to the U.S.
Both Miranda and Arnaz are Caucasians who simulate blackness.
Their performances of blackness speak for the African demographic
component of both countries, but, in both musical acts, the African
is made invisible. The African is unrepresentable because the racist
dominant culture has not opened a space of or for African self
representation. There is no room for the subjugated and the subaltern
to speak, to perform, and to re-present himself. Instead, two successful
entertainers who are white have taken African culture and have appro
priated their own re-presentation. Miranda and Arnaz have turned Af
rican culture into a performance and an impersonation of the other
with their staging of blackness as simulacra. In this sense, their perfor
mances function in accordance with given relations of cultural hege
mony, social power, and racialized/racist practices at home and
abroad. This means that the Afro-Brazilian and the Afro-Cuban are left
out, silenced, and relegated to the margin. As a result, a black physical
body marked by race has no "authentic" representation or voice in the
sociocultural arena. Afro-Cuban and Afro-Brazilian representations are
acceptable as long as the performers perform blackness-that is, put at
the forefront the performance of blackface.
When considering that Miranda's and Arnaz's theatrical acts in
scribe signs of otherness and racial markers of difference, it must be
asked: whose culture is being represented? Whose race is being per
formed? Both entertainers invent an ethnic spectacle of the African
racial other: Miranda does this through both her costumes and her
samba;98 Arnaz does this with his drum and voice, performing a San
teria ritual incorporating the rumba and the conga. In this process of
cultural appropriation of the African other, a process that keeps at a
distance the legacy of transculturation in their native countries, Mi-
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randa and Arnaz represent and perform the African components of
their respective countries by using stereotypical elements that define
the African other: vivacity, vitality, rhythm, brilliant colors and exoti
cism. Additionally, both the samba and the conga incarnate the carni
val tradition of Brazil and Cuba. In the evolution of the Brazilian,, and
Cuban national identities, these festive forms of music and dance were
popularized, giving voice to the marginalized lower classes composed
mainly of African descendants and mulattos. For each respective na
tion, these national constructions became cultural icons that signified
and emblematized a populist representation of what it is to be Brazilian, or Cuban within the parameters of transculturation.
Once Miranda and Arnaz emigrated, they entered the Anglo
American topo(s)graphical cultural domain of the representation of
Latin America, primarily as racialized and exoticized others. It is here
that the "authenticity" of their ethnicity metamorphoses into a stereo
type. With the passage of time, both performers had to hold on to
their memories and constantly reenact and reaffirm their foreignness,
nationality, and ethnicity. At this intersection of nationalism and migra
tion (always constructed within the realm of the memory of what was
ethnic or racial in their homelands) Miranda's and Arnaz's musical per
formances convert, over time, into parody. This process applies to their
"Latin" accents and their overemphasized mispronunciation, exempli
fied predominantly in the extravagant and exaggerated rolling of the
letter r. This is most noticeable in Arnaz's musical rendition of a Span
ish popular tongue twister that overpronounces the r: "r con r cacharro
con r barril, rrr, rrr, rrr." In Miranda's case, at the beginning of her
career her songs delivered the softness, gentleness, and musicality of
the Portuguese language ("Mama eu Quero" and "Bambu, Bambu");
later, she was overemphasizing syllabic repetitions and atypical sounds,
turning herself into a caricature. Her rs and plays on words became
her signature in songs like "I yi yi yi yi (I Like You Very Much)/' "Chica
Chica Boom Chic;' "Chattanooga Choo Choo/' and "Weekend in Ha
vana." In her recordings with the Andrew Sisters, "Cuanto le gusta;'
"The Wedding Samba;' "I See, I See;' and "The Matador;' Miranda's
pronounciation locates her in the realm of comedy, clownishness, and
laughter. More surprising is that her lyrics refer to Mexico instead of
Brazil. In "The Wedding Samba" she sings about the land of the Rio,
and in "The Matador" the lyrics refer to a utopic love relationship
in the Rancho Grande. Obviously, Miranda's way of seeing Latin
America has been influenced and shaped by the Anglo-American to
po(s)graphical discursive construction of the nations "south of the bor
der." It is ironic that Miranda's assimilation of the Anglo-American
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imagined topo(s)graphy of Latin America, her heavy and faked accent,
her compelling charisma, and her breathtaking talent made her more
"authentic" according to the Anglo-American ways of seeing the
"Latin other". Her presence accurately corroborated and validated
dominant Anglo-American stereotypes of Latin America and Latin
Americans.
The ultimate irony is that native Brazilians and Cubans see and
identify with, respectively, Miranda's and Arnaz's cultural perfor
mances and ethnic and racial impersonations as accurate representa
tions of their national identities. Miranda and Arnaz appear to consol
idate a national identity that can only be seen, objectified, and
projected from a distance, particularly when that national identity is
reenacted and exported by emigrants. Indeed, these emigrants became
the guardians, preservers, bearers, and transmitters of nationalism.
They became the cultural ambassadors of their country of origin and
its people. Thus, Carmen Miranda, according to Heitor Villa-Lobos,
represents Brazil at its best: "Carmen Miranda carried her country in
her luggage, and taught people who had no idea of our existence to
adore our music and our rhythm. Brazil will always have an unpayable
debt to Carmen Miranda." 99
Miranda's and Arnaz's authenticity was not questioned by U.S. au
diences, who assumed that, since the two were native Latin Americans,
they automatically enbodied a native Latin American nationality. In
both cases, their representations of ethnicity in the domain of perfor
mance were equivalent to ethnic Latin American realities. This was
not true, however, for their representation of race. As discussed above,
Miranda's and Arnaz's musical acts appropriated African elements that
relegated Afro-Brazilians and Afro-Cubans to the margins. In this
sense, their performances staged a partial blackface minstrel show that
perpetuated the racist stereotypes within the Anglo-American cultural
imaginary. 10° Furthermore, their ethnicity, which converged in the
Anglo-American cultural imaginary with race, restricted them from
acting in any roles that signified white ethnicity and race. Of course,
their accents, not their skin color, were the main obstacles. However,
they were considered ideal actors for impersonating any nationality
marked by race or "Latin" ethnicity: for example, Miranda played Cu
bans and Brazilians and Arnaz played Argentines and Cubans. Hoping
to get more serious acting roles, Miranda even dyed her hair blond.
Unfortunately, her efforts to whiten her performance never succeeded.
In contrast, white actors were allowed to play "Latins"; for example,
Don Ameche played an Argentine in Down Argentine Way. Given these
racist practices in which the other plays the imagined "Latin other;'
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1.9 The I Love Lucy episode "Be a Pal:'

Miranda and Arnaz shared the burden of representation: any roles they
played represented all "Latins:' Given that their ethnic performances
situated them within the Anglo-American cultural imaginary, both had
to enact ethnicity according to the Anglo-American stereotypical con
structs and expected behavior of the "Latin other:'
No image puts into question the authenticity of Miranda's and Ar
naz's ethnicity as much as the stereotypical portrayal of both of them
in the 22 October 1951 third episode of I Love Lucy, "Be a Pal" (fig. 1 .9.).
When Lucy is afraid that Ricky is losing his interest in her, her friend
Ethel suggests a Dr. Humphrey book, Keep the Honeymoon from Ending.
Its third chapter suggests "that the wife surround the husband 'with
things that remind him of his childhood."' 101 Lucy, in her effort to re
create the authenticity of Ricky's homeland and childhood, decorates
the living room with all kinds of things that she thinks are Cuban:
palm trees, bananas, sombreros, sarapes, a flock of chickens, a mule.
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There is also a sleepy Mexican peon, a character with a sarape, and
a Mirandaesque cos
Lucy im personating Carmen Miranda by wearing
tume and lip-synching to "Mama eu Quero.11102 This scene is of vital
importance in understanding Miranda's and Arnaz's position in the
Anglo-American cultural imaginary. First, it displays an inventory of
what Anglo-Americans (Lucy) consider Latin America to be. Second,
it puts all Latin American countries in the same shopping bag (Cuba,
Brazil, Mexico). Third, it reveals the dominant stereotypes of the "Latin
other": the beautiful senorita, the sleeping peon, and, although absent
at the moment, Arnaz's "Babahi" act, which is silently present and as
sociated with these dominant representations. Lucy's display concret
izes how all these stereotypical objects constitute the "Latin other."
Within this Anglo-American cultural, racial, and ethnic construction
of the "Latin other;' the world of entertainment converges with the
world of the sleepy and lazy peon. This conflation crystallizes how, for
Anglo-Americans, the concept of "Latinness" exists as a conglomera
tion of "Latin" things and peoples. Within this Anglo-American cul
tural imaginary construction, the "Latin foreign other" intersects with
the "Latin domestic ethnic and racial other;' the Mexican American.
As a whole, this episode stages, activates, and mobilizes the Anglo
American stereotype of a Latin American primitive world "south of
the border" and in the Southwest.
With this episode, such a semiotic representation of "Latinness" in
augurates a historical moment through which a foundational image of
"Latinidad" emerges as a stereotype. This image exemplifies how,
within the Anglo-American cultural and topo(s)graphical imaginary
of Latin America and the Southwest, the "Latin other" can be repre
sented and objectified with a given number of "authentic" props.
Critic Gustavo Perez Firmat, in his analysis of the episode and the
song, concludes that "Lucy momentarily turns the living room into a
womb, or at least a maternal space." 103 I believe that this scene signifies
more than an attempt to bring Ricky to his childhood, to the world
of the mother; it also signifies a new mode of representing and per
forming the "Latin other:' Perez Firmat also states that Lucy turns the
living room into a Little Havana. Such an interpretation, from Perez
Firmat's Cubancentric perspective, fails to see the new representation
of "Latinidad." No Little Havana would make room for Mexican cul
tural icons, for a primitive and underdeveloped economy with lazy
peasants and mules, nor claim Miranda's performance in Portuguese
and her queer costume.
Ricky's response to Lucy's act of ethnic impersonation is direct and
plain: "Lucy honey, if I wanted things Cuban, I' d have stayed in Ha-
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vana." 104 This declaration reveals how conscious Arnaz was of his mi
gration and of what he had left behind. He had no intention of living
within a nostalgic re-creation of Cuba, because that would be an im
posture; all replicas are fake. Nevertheless, Arnaz seemed to have
found a way to deal with his past through his music. He erased any
symptoms of nostalgia, which would have led to a representation of
authenticity by placing ethnicity and nationality within a sacred do
main, untouchable and unchangeable. He was then able to perform
Cuban ethnicity within the Anglo-American cultural construction of
the "Latin other." In this scene, Arnaz was conscious of his stereotyp
ing, participation in, and propagation of "Latinness" and "Latinidad"
in the U.S. Perez Firmat finds it "odd that Ricky does not notice the
inappropriateness of sombreros, sarapes, and Carmen Miranda as met
onyms of his childhood:' 105 But Arnaz did not react to these props,
because those stereotypes were not his true self; he was capable of
staying at a distance. He knew (as did Miranda) that he was per
forming for an Anglo-American audience and that stereotypes would
sell. Thus, "authenticity" was not a performance issue onstage for either
Arnaz or Miranda but it might have been a personal identity issue
offstage.
As a whole, this episode of I Love Lucy functions as a palimpsest
of Latin American ethnic, racial and national identities. 106 What has
happened is that this symbolic Anglo-American representation of
"Latinness" has been written and superimposed over the ethnic, racial,
and national identities of Latin Americans. That is to say, in this col
lage, those previous identities are only registered as Anglo-American
stereotypical representations of the "Latin other." Yet the original iden
tities are not completely erased, are still legible. They can be (t)raced.
Since Miranda and Arnaz incarnate in their performances the presence
of given Latin American national authenticity, for Anglo-American au
diences that presence as "Latin foreign other" authenticates Miranda's
and Arnaz's original national, racial, and ethnic identities. It is neces
sary to scrape those stereotypes in order to dismantle them. In this
process, the true meaning of "palimpsestos" in Greek-to scrape
again-registers its whole significance: it is urgent to scrape stereo
types, to deconstruct them again and again in order to do away with
them.
After migration, both Arnaz and Miranda had to reinvent them
selves according to the Anglo-American cultural imaginary of the
"Latin other" and their horizon of expectations. By doing so, they ap
propriated those stereotypes, making possible the execution of their
own agency and articulating contestatory discursive strategies as they
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negotiated with the dominant stereotypical representations of the
"Latin other." In these terms, Miranda and Arnaz's exaggerated accents
can be read as resistance. This is the reason why Arnaz is wearing
a suit in the "Be a Pal" episode. If he had worn a "Babahi" costume,
he would have acted in complicity with the dominant practices of
stereotyping.
Reading Miranda and Arnaz superficially erases their agency and
their complex negotiations with the dominant Anglo-American cul
ture. Hence, authenticity itself must be questioned: how "authentic"
are immigrants after they leave their homeland? How "authentic" are
ethnic performances? Up to what point did Miranda and Arnaz per
form the artificiality of authenticity that Anglo-American stereotypes
provided them? Although their authenticity may be argued, it is cer
tain that Miranda and Arnaz constituted a new mode of representing
"Latinidad:' These new representations were propagated through the
ater, music, film, and television in a moment in U.S. history when pop
ular culture was intersecting with mass culture. The commodification
and mass-marketing of these images magnified their power and reach,
transforming them into foundational images of "Latinidad" in the U.S.
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nial population within the U.S.Their exploitation and poverty, based on social
discrimination or blatant racism, can be seen as a product of imperialism. In
deed, third world ghettos in the U.S.function as a form of internal neocolonial
ism, according to J.M. Blaut: "[Neo-colonialism] leads to the poverty, social
immobility, and physical permanence of the Third World ghetto." J.M. Blaut"
"The Ghetto as an Internal Neo-Colony," Antipode 6, no. 1 (1974): 39. See also
his "Assimilation versus Ghettoization;' Antipode 15, no. 1 (1983): 35-41.
24. Kobena Mercer, Welcome to the Jungle: New Positions in Black Cultural
Studies (New York: Routledge, 1994), 91; emphasis in the original.
25. Ibid., 92.
26. Ibid., 214.
Chapter One
1. I have adopted Edward Said's terminology "imaginative geography"
from chapter 2, "Imaginative Geography and Its Representations: Orientaliz
ing the Oriental;' of his Orientalism (New York: Vintage, 1979), 49.The American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 3d ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1992), 1889, gives the following definition of "topography": "1. Detailed, pre
cise description of a place or region; 2. Graphic representation of the surface
features of a place or region on a map, indicating their relative positions and
elevations. 3. A description or an analysis of a structured entity, showing the
relations among its components.... 4.a. The surface features of a place or
region.b.The surface features of an object. ...5.The surveying of the features
of a place or region. 6. The study or description of an anatomical region or
part."
2. For example, Columbus reads the New World as a woman's body: "I
find that [the world] is not round....and on one part of it is placed something
like a woman's nipple." "The Third Voyage of Columbus;' in The Four Voyages
of Columbus, vol. 2, ed. Cecil Jane, (New York: Dover, 1988), 30. Among the
scholars who have worked on the imagery of womanhood when used to mate
rialize the conquering and colonization of a "virginal space" and to express
colonial relations of power, see Rebecca Scott, "The Dark Continent: Africa
as Female Body in Haggard's Adventure Fiction;' Feminist Review 32 (1989):
69-89; Chandra Mohanty, "Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Co
lonial Discourses;' Feminist Review 30 (1988): 61-88; Joanna De Groot, '"Sex
and Race' : The Construction of Language and Image in the Nineteenth Cen
tury," in Sexuality and Subordination: Interdisciplinary Studies of Gender in the
Nineteenth Century, ed. Susan Mendus and Jane Rendall (New York: Routledge,
1989), 89-128; and Louis Montrose, "The Work of Gender in the Discourse of
the Discovery," representations 33 (1991): 1-41.
3. Sykes[?], "My How You Have Grown;' Philadelphia Evening Public Ledger
1923, reproduced in John J.Johnson, Latin America in Caricature (Austin: Uni
versity of Texas Press, 1993), 103.
4. Eduardo Galeano, Memory of Fire: Century of the Wind, trans.Cedric Bel
frage (New York: Pantheon, 1985), 131.
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5. Nelson A.Rockefeller, "The Fruits of the Good Neighbor Policy, " New

York Times Magazine, 14 May 1944, 30.

6. "William Ireland [?], "I' ll Give You One Teaspoonful, Cuby. More of it
Might Make You Sick;' Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 1902, reproduced in Johnson,
Latin America in Caricature, 123.
7. See Allen L.Woll, The Latin Image in American Film (Los Angeles: UCLA
Latin American Publications, 1997) and Arthur G. Pettit, Images of the Mexican
American in Fiction and Film (College Station: University of Texas Press, 1980).
8. For the issue of Latino surplus as extras, see Luis Reyes and Peter Ru
bie, Hispanics in Hollywood: An Encyclopedia of Film and Television (New York:
Garland, 1994), 8.
9. For an excellent inventory of "Hispanic" types of characters and themes
in film, see Gary D.Keller, Hispanics and United States Films (Tempe, Ariz.: Bilin
gual Review /Press, 1994).
10. For a critical reading of "social problem films" see Chon A. Noriega,
"Internal Others: Hollywood Narratives 'about' Mexican-Americans;' in Medi
ating Two Worlds: Cinematic Encounters in the Americas, ed. John King, Ana M.
Lopez, and Manuel Alvarado (London: British Film Institute, 1993), 52-66.
11. Reyes and Rubie, Hispanics in Hollywood, 2.
12. See Charles Ramirez Berg, "Immigrants, Aliens, and Extraterrestrials;'
CineAction!, Fall 1989, 3-17, for an insightful article in which he reads aliens
in science fiction films as a metaphorical representation of Latino/a illegal
aliens in the U.S. Berg's provocative critical reading unmasks science fiction
fantasies in order to demythify how the dominant culture represents the
"other;' and how issues of migration are embedded in science fiction films.
This alternative reading opens the door to a new topo(s)graphy, one that is
interplanetary and located in outer space, the locus sidereus, whose inhabitants
are horrific alien creatures and monsters. Indeed, I have noticed how these
films take place in the Southwest and California, locations whose populations
have a large number of Latinos/as-for example, Starman, Close Encounters of
the Third Kind, and E.T. More recently, Jurassic Park and The Lost World represent
Central America as a locus primitivus. Indeed, in The Lost World the dino
saur brought to San Diego constitutes a threat when it crosses the border ille
gally, while the film shows illegal migrants being detained at the border
headquarters.
13. In order to achieve recognition and fame, many U.S. Latinas had to
deny their Hispanic roots and change their names; for example: Margarita Car
men Cansino morphed into Rita Hayworth. This practice continues: Raquel
Tejada changed her name to Raquel Welch, Florencia Bicenta de Casillas Marti
nez Cardona to Vicki Carr, Dolores Conchita del Rivero to Chita Rivera.
14. Now, how are we to think about women who display their bodies as
spectacle, as Carmen Miranda did, and which Charo perpetuates in her exhibi
tionism? Given that roles for Latinas are limited and require the incarnation
of negative stereotypes, can Latinas use these stereotypes as a tactic of/for
agency and assume the position of a speaking subject? Are Latina performers
conscious of the imprisonment of their bodies and subjectivities as desired
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objects in the cultural imaginary as "Latin foreign other;' "Latin domestic eth
nic and racial other;' and/or "sexual other"? When nonstereotypical roles are
not available and sex and race are visual markers of identity, Latina actresses
must perform within the limited stereotypes available; such is the case of Rita
�oreno in West Side Story, and Lupe Velez in the film series The Mexican Spit,
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an "oriental" in The King and I; Marfa Montez is well-known for her exotic
roles, including that of Cobra Woman (1944), and her impersonations of Arab
women, such as Scheherezade in Arabian Nights (1942).
15. I am using Laura Mulvey's theorization of women as visual pleasure:
"In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split
�etween active/male and passive/female. The determining male gaze projects
its fantasy onto the female figure, which is styled accordingly. In their tradi
ti�nal exhibitionist role women are simultaneously looked at and displayed,
_
with the1� appearance coded for strong visual and erotic impact so that they
can be said to connote to-be-looked-at-ness. Woman displayed as sexual object
is the leitmotif of erotic spectacle: from pin-ups to strip-tease, from Ziegfeld to
Busby Berkeley, she holds the look, and plays to and signifies male desire:'
Laura Mulvey, Visual and Other Pleasures (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1989), 19; emphasis in the original.
16. "Chiquita Banana (I'm Chiquita Banana);' words and music by Len
Mackenzie, Garth Montgomery, and William Wirges, 1946; in Great Songs of
Madison Avenue, ed. Peter and Craig Norback (New York: Quadrangle, 1976),
87-89.
17. Paul W. Drake summarizes briefly the U.S. military interventions in
Latin America in "From Good Men to Good Neighbors;' in Exporting Democ
racy, ed. Abraham F. Lowenthal (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
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18. For an excellent outline of the political framework of the Good Neigh
bor policy, see Harold Molineu, U.S. Policy Toward Latin America: From Regional
ism to Globalism (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1986), 11.
19. Rockefeller published two "manifestos" that sum up the philosophy
and political platform of the Good Neighbor policy. In one he stated, "I believe
the Good Neighbor Policy expresses the will of the people of the United States.
It proclaimed complete forbearance from interference by any one republic in
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is today and always will be, a land of opportunity. Together we hold the re
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"The Fruits of the Good Neighbor Policy," 15, 31. He also proclaimed, "the
opportunities are there. An atmosphere of mutual confidence has been built
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up by many years of political, commercial, technical and cultural contacts.The
partners-the United States and the twenty other American republics-are
already co-operating in a dozen practical fields, including long-range plans
for the postwar period. Why should we not succeed? The problems are great,
but they are not insurmountable.... Improving food supplies in all parts of
the hemisphere and establishing rising standards of health and sanitation are
basic necessities. Better transportation by land, sea and air, and a marked ad
vance in industrial organization are the other factors on which we count to
transform this hemisphere, raise its living standards, and immeasurably
strengthen its world position:' Nelson A. Rockefeller, "Will We Remain Good
Neighbors After the War?" Saturday Evening Post, 6 November 1943, 16.
20. These projects included many sectors: the appointment of cultural at
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iting scholars; translations; Latin American studies projects; exchanges of intel
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the presentation of lectures; the financing of research; art exhibitions; the
Rockefeller Foundation and Guggenheim fellowship awards; and many other
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Chapter Two
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